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Like the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s PVWatts, which allows you to type 
in an address, and…
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Enter some pretty simple parameters to find out 
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The annual electricity production and monetary savings from a solar photovoltaic 
array
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The System Advisor Model, or SAM, also developed by NREL, allows project-specific 
modeling for solar, wind, and other renewable energy projects.
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So does Homer, but I believe Homer may allow for more integration of different 
technologies than SAM
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Unfortunately, you typically have to pay for Homer – although it looks like there is a 
Beta-testing version currently available for free.
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It can also be difficult for someone not used to this energy world to find, navigate and 
use the many tools that are out there. 
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Participatory MCDA refers to both a model AND a stakeholder-engaged process. The 
model is a quantitative representation of a complex decision with multiple decision 
criteria and alternatives and can take many different forms depending on the method 
selected. Ideally it is a TRANSPARENT way to rank choices based on data AND user 
preferences, without the need to apply dollar values. The PROCESS has to do with the 
people – engaged in identifying criteria and alternatives, using the model in individual 
AND group settings, and helping with iterative design of the model and process.



MCDA has 5 main steps: identify alternatives and criteria, collect data on them to 
create a decision matrix, normalize data to be comparable, elicit decision-maker 
preferences, and mathematically combine data and preferences to produce a ranking 
or score.



We used this approach during a 4-yr multi-state, multi-disciplinary collaboration 
between researchers and stakeholders in Maine, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island. 
Our little piece of this giant research collaborative focused on using participatory 
MCDA with actual decision-makers and stakeholders in decisions about hydropower 
dams coming up for relicensing along the Penobscot River in Maine.



We conducted a series of interviews, surveys, and group discussions during the first 2 
years of the project that, among other things, helped us identify the set of decision 
alternatives (partially shown along the top – read) and decision criteria (partially 
shown (down the side – read) and associated quantitative data (shown within the 
cells) for each of the 8 dams we were focusing on. We used these data as the basis to 
create a MCDA Dam Decision Support Tool.



A free online tool that allows users to enter preferences related to dam decisions as a 
group activity or as an individual.



Users step through these individual dam pages entering their own preferences for 
different decision criteria from the decision matrix shown previously.



On each page, they move slider bars to indicate their relative preference for things 
like fish habitat area versus river recreation, reservoir storage, etc. All preferences 
have to add to 100%, so the user is forced to make tradeoffs in their preference 
points for different criteria.



While the user is simply moving slider bars to show their own preferences, behind the 
scenes, the model is putting these decision matrices full of data to work. 



First, the model normalizes the decision matrix to essentially remove the unit values 
because you can’t add square meters to acre-feet to dollars, for example. It normalizes the 
data using these equations (click), which essentially boil down to the ratio between the 
difference between each value in a row and the ideal value in that row (i.e., the greatest 
value for fish habitat, the smallest value for project cost) and the difference between the 
maximum and minimum values in that row.



Next, the model takes those preferences the user entered using the slider bars and 
multiplies them by the normalized data (click).



Finally, the model adds up all of the products of normalized data and preferences in each 
column and finds a total score for each decision alternative (shown here on the bottom in 
blue). From these results, the user can see which decision alternative received the highest 
score based on their own preferences combined with the scientific data associated with the 
decision alternatives and criteria. In this example, the winner is remove dam with the 
highest score of 55, while improve hydropower capacity receives the lowest score of 36. 
Another user might see that improve hydropower capacity has the highest score, especially 
if they specified a high preference weight for annual electricity generation.



Although these calculations are all going on in the background, the user does not 
have to wade through all of these calculations and instead instantly sees a series of 
graphs and tables that help them understand how the model arrived at this ranking of 
decision alternatives based on the preferences they put in the model and the 
underlying scientific data. This graph of example results is for a hypothetical user that 
entered EQUAL for all 14 decision criteria in the model. The arrows on this slide are 
pointing to the highest ranked decision alternatives for each of the 8 dams. In this 
hypothetical example, the equal preferences result in the decision alternatives 
“Remove dam” or “improve fish passage” being the most preferred option for each 
dam.
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We tested and revised and tested again this model through a series of 3 participatory 
workshops. The first one was in June 2018. We had developed an Excel-based model 
that we tested with other researchers that worked on the Future of Dams grant with 
us but in other research areas. 
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We used the feedback from that workshop to redesign the model as a web-based 
model that was much more user friendly. We tested that version out with students in 
one of my energy classes at UMaine in March 2019.
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We then used the feedback and observations from that workshop to further improve 
the model and finally held a stakeholder workshop in October 2019 with people from 
state and federal agencies, citizens of a tribal nation, and members of non-profit 
organizations and the private sector, all of whom were actively engaged in decisions 
about Penobscot River dams, especially one of the dams that had just started it’s 5-
year relicensing process 2 months before. As you can see, this was an iterative 
process, which began well before the first workshop when we interviewed 
stakeholders about which decision criteria and alternatives were important to them. 
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This work did not just focus on model-building, however. It also focused on 
developing, implementing, and refining a participatory process that enabled the user 
to learn about the model (click), interact with the model as an individual with 
researcher support and guidance (click), and then use the model as a guiding tool in a 
group negotiation process (click) that directed the group toward consensus (if 
possible) or agreement (if consensus was not possible) on a set of group preferences 
for decision criteria. 



Basically, AFTER everyone completed this slider-bar activity individually, the model 
automatically averaged the preferences for everyone in the group and set the slider 
bars for a group negotiation at the average preferences of the individuals as a starting 
point for the group negotiation. Then, the participants were led through a facilitated 
discussion of each decision criteria to decide if the slider bar should be moved from 
this starting point. Although the plan had been to go through this process for all 8 
dams, we only ended up having time to finish the group negotiation process for one 
of the dams, but the group was able to reach agreement, if not consensus, on that 
dam.



With each iteration, we documented results through the models themselves, pre-
and post-surveys of the participants, and researcher observations. This table comes 
from a combination of interpretations drawn from all of these activities. The multiple 
iterations improved participant understanding of the model (click), criteria (click), and 
MCDA (click). In addition, by the 3rd workshop, it seemed like we had finally gotten 
the data correct (click), and participants believed in the results (click). They also found 
the preference elicitation clear (click) and the model user-friendly (click).
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Although we would have loved to have tested the model and process with more 
groups and continued improving it through more iterations, all things must come to 
an end, and that particular grant ended this past summer.

Images from: https://projectagency.co.uk/project-governance/do-you-hold-end-of-
project-reviews/, https://towardsdatascience.com/iterate-your-r-code-efficiently-
3c621998eaea
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Going forward, what I would like to do is build on this work with hydropower in New 
England and apply it to supporting decision-making at the local level about renewable 
energy, energy efficiency, and other sustainability action. This is a picture of the 
website for VECAN – the Vermont Energy & Climate Action Network, which is a 
network of municipal energy committees across the state of Vermont.  I would like to 
tap into the knowledge in this network and also united the knowledge of other 
energy committees in New England and beyond that have been implementing climate 
action plans, renewable energy goals, and taking other sustainability action. I would 
like to unite as many of these groups and committees as possible into kind of an 
extended version of VECAN and…
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I am currently in search of funding for this work. I have identified some potential 
sources of funding but would welcome any suggestions.
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I would like to also acknowledge the funding and support I received for the Future of 
Dams work.
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